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Appendix 2: Public Notification

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR DRINKING WATER
Este informe contiene información muy importante sobre su agua potable.
Tradúzcalo o hable con alguien que lo entienda bien.

Speedway Sonoma LLC
Failure to comply with filtration and disinfection
monitoring requirements
Our water system recently failed to monitor as required for drinking water standards.
Although this is not an emergency, as our customers, you have a right to know what you
should do, what happened, and what we are doing to correct this situation.
We are required to monitor your drinking water to ensure proper treatment on a regular
basis. Results of regular monitoring are an indicator of whether our drinking water meets
health standards. During portions of July, August, and September 2020, we failed to
monitor for filtered water turbidity, raw water turbidity, and the parameters that effect the
performance of the disinfection process, and therefore, cannot be sure of the quality of
our drinking water during that time.
What should I do?
•

There is nothing to be done at this time.

•

If you have other health issues concerning the consumption of this water, you may
wish to consult with your doctor.

What happened? What is being done?

There were periods of time during the months of July, August, and September that turbidity was not being logged while the plant was
operating. Normally this plant records 1440 readings per day, and there were periods that this was not happening. This plant
maintains turbidity levels that are safe and well below regulatory limits. However, this cannot be confirmed during those periods. We
have made adjustments to our controls so the plant shuts down and does not process water if there are any issues and data is not
being recorded. We are also making some repairs and upgrades to our controls systems. Staff are recording data daily and monitoring
the plant on a daily basis.

For more information, please contact Bobby O’Gorman at 707-933-3906 or
29355 Arnold Drive, Sonoma, CA 95476.
Please share this information with all the other people who drink this water, especially those who may not
have received this notice directly (for example, people in apartments, nursing homes, schools, and
businesses). You can do this by posting this public notice in a public place or distributing copies by hand
or mail.
This notice is being sent to you by Speedway Sonoma LLC
State Water System ID#: 4901080.
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